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The basis for all world reformation unification will always be EVOTE.ONE + BuiltBykeith.com world saving 
solutions as I have taught this dialogue of absolute truth to thousands, actually everyone I meet, just like my 
GodFather Christ Jesus did 2,000 years ago.  So many other fore-founders are also 100% key to this final 
reformation unification solutions.  WHO do you know to GO PUBLIC as I have commanded many years ago.!!
### June 22, 2017  2nd day of 6th International Conference on Tourism Statistics. Measuring Sustainable 
tourism.  3 day conference. OECD.ORG  Organization for Economic Co-operation and Dev. I arrive 1pm at end of 
Employment -Key aspect of social dimension of Sustainable Tourism. My broadcasts have been very limited in past few months 
BECAUSE all these world saving solutions have been published years ago.  I truly have very little left ot add.  There are about 900 
persons back in general session today about the JOB creations.  The TRUE answer is creating Small business Owners including sub-
contractors who run their own contract engagements to maximize their profits while minimizing all the low paying slave labor that they 
have been brain washed into thinking is their own reality. Even  my own ‘turned serpent’ wife is blinded by self-centered poverty stricken 
mindset that has not been changed despite hearing GOD’s words and plans for her own destiny for now +2 years.!
!  I update BuiltByKeith.com as I listen to the presentations and gift to everyone I meet. Tourism at 4:45 states that Tourism 
is NOT the end to end all. can cause major issues with waste management, destruction of region overuse, slave labor, water scaracity, 
foreign investor monopolies, and other negative effects. !
! !!!
### June 21, 2017.  6th International Conference on Tourism Statistics. Measuring Sustainable tourism.  3 day 
conference. OECD.ORG  Organization for Economic Co-operation and Dev. I arrive 12:40pm and immediately start 
recording history on HOW tourism is NOT the initial answer solution. 900 persons attend in Grand Ballroom. Keith: Destruction of 
Political Crime networks with EVOTE.ONE (SolutionGovernment.com) enables URLiDent.com to banish all criminals forever. Millions of 
foreigners now come to almost tax free and corruption free Philippines and other countries who join UNIocracy.com fully self regulated 
sustainable nations with free trade and travel. The moderator is Cnn Ms. Anita Mendiratta Strategic Advisor to CNN Intl for T.A.S.K. 
group.  Hon Wanda Tulfo-Teo Sec Dept of Tourism Phil.  President Senate of Philippines is here, Aquillino Pimentel III.!
! The focus is on the statistics to attract visitors with the best and safest experiences. Keith: Philippines is  now a public relations 
nightmare with German beheading, Korean Businessman-PNP murder, Resort Worlds gambler terrorist, martial law in Mindinao, and 
other man-made disasters. !!
Press conference at 2 pm is with Mr. XU-JING UNITO. Mr. Marcio Favilla, UNWTO.  USEC Rolando Canizal  DOT (Tourism).  UNWTO 
is United Nations World Tourism Organization.  This small venue is 34 reporters about tourism as a force for good. This is statistics 
technical event that is the social economic element of the Philippines. They do NOT want any type of tourism (such as SEX -tourism), 
but long term cultural, social, heritage visitors who decide to LIVE HERE and establish permanent residences here.   USEC Rolando 
Canizal speaks at 2:36pm.  He speaks about the 1980 year declaration to gain publicity to attract foreigners. Environmental agencies 
must coordinate with other groups to ensure stability of the most wonderful paradise on Earth. For few know that Philippines has one of 
the richest natural resources in all aspects. !
! Q&A session @ 2:41 on voicerecord ipad. Marcio answers.!
Keith Duncan USPress. The Philippines have a recent public relations nightmare based on kidnappings, terrorists, Martial Law, Drug 
wars, and ‘fake news’ of very isolated events. What is your best method of cross promoting that Philippines is actually a true Paradise, 
rich in heritage and culture where foreigners will love to come as permanent residents?  response at 2:45 pm. Marcio answers that 
PRESS is responsible for mass publicity. Travel advisories can be helpful and harmful depending on the level of risk and be limited in 
time coverage.  3rd Countries affected should be consulted and not based on FAKE NEWS of foreign media reports.  XU-JING, speaks 
about perception of attracting foreigners as he states I used PARADISE word.  He states that tourists need to visit MORE than one 
nation to get better educational understandings of world culture. Attracting 40 to 90% of CHINESE visiting here results from media 
invitations and market awareness.  !
! Bernadine Bernando.  ETN Corporation asks Q next to me at 2:54.  Favilla answers about asia dramatically affected by 
security issues.   Our countries must not be isolated but SUPPORTED by first world nations with help to identify WHO are the true 
criminals as these communities are punished TWICE. First by the attack/event, second by shunning by others.  John Kester (55 year 
old slight beard, Netherlands) works for XU-JING, as UNWTO statistics expert.  Crisis preparation and response should be pro-active. 
Keith: this was the crisis management forum I attended with Luis Morales 5 weeks ago at the Asian Institute of Management. !
! Marcio speaks about inter-regional travel.  80% of travel is localized from same region.   Over past 7 years, 4% increase in Intl 
tourists.  2.35 Million Intl Tourists, many are the youth.  Social media has huge and growing factors on sharing cultural experiences 
worldwide. At 3:06, XU-JING speaks about technology used to distribute key information. Few use travel agencies now as on-line 
bookings is prevalent. China uses WeChat as mass media social forum. at 3:08 pm TV5 lady in bright blue asks XU-JING about 
attracting foreigners. Economics he refers to as ‘veggies’ is how to prove the impact of tourism. Social harmony occurs through heritage 
exchange.  Measuring community development, employment, and impact of foreign dollars spent is also sometime hard to track.  John 
speaks the goal is to increase the benefits and standards of living for all persons involved.  Long term development.   Ross Rosselo 
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asks at 3:14 pm, about verifying the ‘actors’ of who measures the data and accuracy.  He is video recording with his iPhone on table tri-
pod. John Kester also answers about tourism must have experts independent of politicians. Cross comparing nation statistics on # of 
visitors, amount spent per visit, length of visit, etc is crucial to see trend analysis.  Answering the WHY of trends pinpoints how to 
increase the travels and spend rates that transform the economies of impoverished regions. !
! Undersecretary Canizal.  Back at main ballroom forum at 4 pm (late for me) after voice recording John Kester for 20 minutes.!
Measuring sustainable tourism. Framework. Moderator Lisa Grace Bersales, Phil Statistics Authority. Chief Statisticians are from Oman, 
Kenya, Belarus, south Africa, Indonesia, and Fiji.   Fredrick Alberto? is DOTourism.!
! 4:30 pm, 2nd afternoon session with Mr. Geoffrey Lipman, Beligium states the most obvious. Climate change affects everyone 
worldwide. Voicerecord iPad 4:41 with Moderator Carlos Vogeler Exec Dir for Member Relations UNWTO..  At 4;47pm discussion is 
about technology statistics to focus on destinations based on Knowledge management by Sergio Guerreiro. Portugal. !
! At 5:55pm, Professor Geoffrey Lipman states the most obvious. Tourism is split by those who travel to visit relatives and 
friends, another group are business persons looking for profit opportunities. Others are on vacation and looking for new cultural 
opportunities. These subgroups all have much different objectives.   We close out at 6 pm for dinner at Phili Intern. Convention center.   !!!
###  June 20 through 17 were spent in full scale service to GOD and humanity.  two visits to DeckManSeaExperts.net, Microsoft, Cisco 
and on 20th, went to Press Conference at Sofitel with OmBudsman.    Captured notes here:!!
June 20, 2017  GO PUBLIC. Read to END and TAKE action on EVOTE.ONE URLident.com  to 
change Your world history.  Bulong Pulungan Sa Sofitel -1st part Primary topic ASEAN  DTI partnership. 
Electronics Forum Voicerecord  12:20 interview with Dr. Dan Lachia. President of ESIPI. Their Focus is on both export of electronics in 
semiconductors as well as finished products that produces about 50 percent of Philippines income.  this is still an EXPORT business 
concentrated in Manila area.. Singapore is heavy on eGovernment. They have 14 weaker fabs.   50% of Philippines export MONEY is 
from electronics. with 70% semiconductors and 30%  BOXBUILD.   Region 4 Laguna is 70% located.  Baguio, Clark and Subic Bay.  A 
few semi plants are in CEBU.  !!
At 1 pm, our group meets and interview exchanges with famous OMBUDSman Gerard Mosquera.  Deputy Ombudsman for Luzon 
appointed in 2012..  Bulong Pulungan Sa Sofitel - with Ms. DeeDee SivTangco  -Moderator.  Ms. Pauline Lao -Jolly Bee rep  Director 
Dennis Russel Baldago  - Chief Ombudsman Morales was appointed by DOJ and president in 2011. !!
https://youtu.be/l0EOgLvJs-Y  April 12, 2017 SaviorKeith.com Duncan. Cell (63)917-335-4300. Go public to All I command. 
BidOnKeith.com. Is top anti crime expert evangelist in world. Call to find out all. Repost this most obvious revelation fulfillment of the 
most powerful transfer of quadTrillions of your assets back to you, my people. Use bidOnKeith.com to send fatherKeith to your greatest 
places of needs, televised live on EVote.one and public one database urlIdent.com Interpol. Billions of lives will be genocide for failures 
of my people to act with wisdom to use what I have been ordained to be gifted. Uniocracy.com unifies all humanity once and forever….!!
Gerard speaks that HOW to prevent corruption is the cure key. Improve systems to reduce opportunities for corruption. Budgeting, fund 
transfers, contracts. Reduce the # of signatures. !
2nd Education.  Every agency required to have website and publish their work. Informing the public of the dangers and how corruption 
occurs. Vote buying is rampant in Philippines at village level with cash and bags of rice and other ‘bribes’ even to the children. !
! Without public support, nothing happens.  On the street, the people are the most critical of issues. !!
They had a Integrity Caravan program where their OmBudsman went out into the neighborhood to share the anti-corruption method.!
! Dennis Russell Baldago speaks about university training on good governance and integrity at the school levels. Corrupt Free 
Philippines Video Context mechanics.  3-5 minute video documentary, short film, audio campaign or infomercial about fighting 
corruption.  Video material should be taken using cell phones only.  Must NOT be published online, original and not summated to other 
contests.  no copyright infringement.   Omnibudsman..gov.ph!
IntegrityCaravan@Ombudsman.gov.ph   !
! Jolly Bee Pauline Lao and our group of 50 suggest publicity ways to get more students to submit integrity anti-corruption video 
submissions. I suggest Jolly Bee run a 30 sec commercial ABOUT this corrupt-free Philippines campaign.  !
! They ask what is the most successful campaign to prevent corruption.  At 1:54pm Gerard states it has been hard to corner and 
convict because of the coverups and lawyers involved. (paraphrased). !
NOEL NOBLE- NEO NEWS/ HULI KA SA SS PATROL!!!( columnist/co-anchor) !
Globe CP 09750253500    PressRelease777@yahoo.com "!
### June 16, 2017  and June 15, 2017 combined.  Thursday was mostly uneventful as I went to Cisco to 
engage them on URLiDent.com and eVote.one just like I did Microsoft on Wed and previously. I continue 
contacting and connecting to the TOP level gov, corporations, and others who see these are the true pathways 
to freedom, light, and righteousness.  Friday I went to DOE and met with 3 EUMC specialists as Art Habitan 
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917-556-0747 and U.Sec. felix Funentebella 0918-946-7993 were unavailable. In less than 1 hour, I showed 
how SolutionSafeWater.com and TurnOffLights.com are the only prime viable answers to solve the world’s 
energy crisis wars as well as solve the Paris Accord and Clean Climate Change devastating issues caused by 
GREED and the Criminal ruling elite.   I spent $13.17 to renew TurnOffLights.com as I lost theTruthVault.com 2 
weeks ago for lack of my very own multiple Millions of USD funds. !
! I have been legally and spiritually claiming 1% of all crime assets to world as fore-founding author and 
father of your very own new world society UNIocracy.com  With less than 4000p = $80 USD in my wallet and 
350p = $7 on my new BPI ATM card, I have well over $500 Million USD to personally recover from one of the 
most powerful underground crime rings in USA, actually world history based in Atlanta GA, washington D.C, 
raleigh nc, bahamas, Virginia Norfolk 4:11cr112 terrorist criminal conspiracies and coverups involved almost all 
USA gov agencies and so many USA mega corporations.  !
! how can this be? my 7.5 billion people will exclaim? How can a/the true man of GOD, #1 top anti crime 
expert in world, #1 top evangelist crusader broadcast journalist, top God’s rights activist, and other renaissance 
man attributes, be so severely persecuted for demanding our law enforcement, judicial, and financial systems 
actually uphold their very man made laws?  The answer is simple when anyone sees, believes, and acts with 
fearless authority to protect the rights of all others.  Across from the SMX civil engineering conference at 6:45 
pm, I understand that ASEAN has a big SMX arena event. I would have been the keynote speaker at forums 
and stadium sized rallies years ago if my people had actually gone public with what I have gifted them my 
entire life.  Too numerous to keep reposting and repeating as I have already gone to Congress, Presidents, 
News Media, so many church leaders, commissioners, dept heads, corporation executives, and of course the 
common lay people who are indeed OUTRAGED with WRATH their very own assets and lives are threatened 
by these specific Criminal ruling Elite.  !
! I will sit outside for awhile, waiting for Johnny Scofield of FastLegacy.com to call me back for a most 
important world broadcast meeting.  It’s 6;50 pm as I have 45% of power on my almost dead Macbook, 56% on 
my iPhone that has a really bad touch screen panel, and 70% on my fully functional ipad. I wait now.  !!
### June 14, 2017.  At BCBC Brotherhood of Christian Businessmen and Professionals. 2nd visit at Makati 
Sports club at 8 am.  These men (and women) are focused on living the TRUTH. over 70 breakfast venues 
occur every week. 40 men here. Change the face of business. Proverbs ?? 3:3 ‘everything occurs at time God 
chooses.”  Keith: is this true or not? For my ultimate problems solving days completed everything needed to 
UNIFY all mankind a long time ago. Despite my fervent prayers and actions that defy common understandings 
of man, God has never directly intervened. He sent YOU, my people to be in my path so I could learn from you 
and help our deviant world change the pathways of self-destruction to self justified righteousness on behalf of 
all others.!
! The guest speaker speaks about his early school heavy drug use, marriage, job, and his true 
conversion to serve GOD, JC, Holy Spirit = Holy Trinity. I am surrounded by high end condos and business 
towers that rule over the poverty stricken Philippines just like most other slave driven cities worldwide. I remain 
beyond exhausted and even outraged that no one has every asked the most basic questions about HOW to 
UNIFY mankind. Most claim ‘too complex, can’t happen, must be approved by Congress, will never pass 
muster by anyone already in control, and other lame, blinded fool excuses’.!
! His daughter is in “gov” Renewable Energy sector, son is overseas banking, he continues working as 
higher level executive.  A young man is the NGO lawyer for BCBP.  He claims God has never abandoned him. 
Psalms 23: “The lord is our shepherd,… we have everything we need. …!!
    I go to BDO to open ATM account, they refuse since I MUST be in the same town with a permanent address 
to OPEN up any account. Another massive restriction on free trade and travel because of the criminal 
ClearCollarCrime.com red tape conspiracy bureaucracy solved forever with justified and just 
SolutionBankFraud.com   I then visit multiple law firms for NGO and business licensing and litigation 
appointments, then to Power Company, then to Pulp-Paper firm, then to National book Store to make mass 
copies of my new prime world consultant business cards.  !
! Then now at Microsoft 6750 Link Aylaya Ave. at 1:45 pm to enlist their Partner programs in multi-million 
$$$ face recognition programs that will soon be URLiDent.com and other world class saving ONLY solutions. I 
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am indeed beyond ‘starved’ for both food, redemption of our world, and for everyone TO UNIFY all of mankind. 
For I was ordained and divined to be the ONE true savior of mankind in this era. That is why I look for all other 
Messianic messengers and persons of integrity faith who are so, so hard to find and unify. !
! As I wait for top Development/project manager to assist with this 2 to ?? million USD contract for face 
recognition, I notice how the young after of all these Microsoft people. When I started this most illustriael career 
at age 18 in 1976 (200 year anniversary of USA) I was enthralled with created worlds paper-free society free of 
crime. These are the 40 years in the extreme wilderness that was same as Moses in the Deserts of Middle 
East. !!
#### Tuesday and Monday Jun 12, 13 2017 were also historical in world reform. Tuesday evening was 
meeting top pastors at Grace Christian Church per invitee of Melcor Virata 0933-543-6664. Evote.one and the 
other UNIFICATION solutions were presented for 45 minutes pre bible study time.!!
Monday was Independence day as I published BBK20170612-Independ-UNIocracy487.mp4  with the following 
IseeJustice.com youtube.com comments:!
https://youtu.be/y6bLwywcO2o June 12, 2017 Rebroadcast to WORLD: eVOTE.ONE and URLIDent.com Humanity's 
legacy survival from the Criminal Ruling Elite. Join UNITYurl.com  to command all governments remove all criminals from 
society. These World Changing SOLUTIONS are BuiltByKeith.com  CreatorKeith.com  uses Domain of Internet to teach 
GOD's Truth of how to Prevent Corruption and crimes in first place.!
(63)917-335-4300 FatherKeith Duncan  solutionManifesto@Gmail.com CEO!
(63)975-025-3500 Noel Noble  PressRelease777@yahoo.com Vice President!
(63) 906-582-1399 Marites Duncan MaryRights.com  MaritesEzekiel@gmail.com!
(63) 905-277-3729  John Ticzon Oporto -Fast Legacy International -Humanitarian Prgm.!
   Crowd Fund WesternUnion.com  Name: Keith Duncan, city: Amulung Philippines, send confirm #  to 
solutionManifesto@Gmail.com . Or direct deposit MetroBank.com.ph  DepositOnly Account: 7383 3722 121024  When 
$400 USD reached, I fly BACK to USA to personally arrest 75 to 100 super criminals + terrorists with Press, FBI, AG, 
Military alongside my thousands of persons who clearly SEE I am fore founding father of their very own New World 
Society UNIocracy.com   I have less than $2 USD left to my access after being brutally vindictive persecuted by ROSE 
and criminals INSIDE USA Gov since Nov 4, 2007 per IRSWBFeb2009,658 and Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 terrorist attacks of 
AgileLaw.com and AG fired Sally Yates per Forsyth County GA USA judgment 08SC-1345 held HostageForProfit.com for 
now +9 years. Contacting the #1 top anti-crime/politic God's rights activists is required. !!
 Now on his way to your greatest places of needs to complete his God centered ministries with consulting entity of 
www.BidOnKeith.com  Details viewable on www.IseeJustice.com  along with many other websites. Search Internet for 
BuiltByKeith to help KEITH change the world one RelationSHIP at a time, just like Keith's GOD-FATHER CHRIST JESUS. 
For the CRIMINALS are REAL and live by manipulating our own DATA and behavior to steal our assets. The 
SolutionFinal.com has always been to LOVE and CARE for EACH OTHER to remove Profit, Motive, and Opportunity to 
take advantage of anyone. It has always been this simple.!
   Contact Keith Duncan, DEMAND USGOV take down WhereIsRobertRose.com  and each criminal lawyer, Judge, 
Prosecutor, District Attorneys and even Federal Employees who all KNEW Keith was Kidnapped 4 times and NOT-ONE 
SINGLE person has every represented KEITH's legal rights to JUST recover any of his STOLEN $1.2 Million USD assets, 
including HIS OWN pre-PAID lawyers shown on FollowKeith.com    !
  EVOTE.ONE SolutionHousing.com  = SOLUTIONGOVERNMENT.com  is THE PRIME comprehensive 
SOLUTIONFinal.com  that identifies and removes corrupt people from leadership at all levels of society.   Who contacts 
KEITH now and GRANTS him SOVEREIGN Ambassador Immunity so KEITH can complete HIS GOD-Centered Ministries 
NOW.!!
GO PUBLIC to WORLD as commanded. Read to the END and TAKE ACTION.  FatherKeith.com = BidOnKeith.com 
Duncan and growing Evangelist TEAMS must have PUBLIC help to stage conventions worldwide now. EVOTE.ONE is 
only world solution to destroy all crime networks starting with evil politicians everyone HATES but can not IMPEACH or 
put on trial BECAUSE they control the Judges and legal system.   !
@GodSendKeith has been created for Godsendme PAGE.  client35635.wix.com/godsendkeith  !
All 7.5 billion of my people can visit  fb.me/GodSendKeith   !
Send your Page messages to: m.me/GodSendKeith !!
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Tell all about SolutionHousing.com  WorldSchoolFund.com  that END all world poverty.   ChristDomain.com  + 
SolutionIslam.com  unifies all religions.  BidOnKeith.com  is my WORLD consultant leader group for ALL to use to TEACH 
them how to actually conduct honest business and community transactions to eliminate secrets using Interpol gifted 
perfect open public database URLiDent.com   Email kduncan2005@gmail.com   !!
thank you humbly. FatherKeith.com  Duncan Manila Cell (63)917-335-4300 for all world leaders, governments, 
corporations, religious groups (including Pope Francis) and SolutionIslam.com leaders to CONTACT IMMEDIATELY.  This 
will finally UNIFY all of mankind which has always been by life long missions of mercy and grace despite all the criminals 
who conspire to overthrow your lives by enslaving you as they have been doing for now centuries….   GO PUBLIC and 
SAVE YOURSELVES from the Criminal Ruling ELITE. All truly have no CHOICE but to REFORM + UNIFY. 
 BidOnKeith.com  = FatherKeith.com !!!
### June 11, 2017.  Victory church with Sr Pastor Christian. Sermon speaks about FORWARD. A cell phone 
without a battery charge is useless. voice record at 11:38am. For a Christian to stay successful in the faith, 
they must be connected with at least 4 strong relationships. He is speaking about NETWORK connections. 
This is ChristDomain.com updated just this morning with my dear wife Marites intent on going OFW for 
reasons stated for 6 months.!
! Relational Unity is UNITYurl.com  One to one then many is the key to Ephesians 4:3 ‘Make every effort 
to keep yourselves united in the Spirit, binding yourselves together with peace.”  This is use of original 5 steps 
to solve any issue with SolutionFinal.com (dead to the world because of no self-funding left from 
SaviorKeith.com = FatherKeith.com ).   Whey do we need to bind with others Psalm 133:1 “Behold, how good 
and pleasant it is when brothers dwell in unity.. It is like the dew of Hermon, which falls on the mountains of 
Zion!  for there the Lord has commanded the blessing, life forevermore’.  Keith: Mount Hermon is extreme 
north Israel where I went for Holy week 2015 Israel, then Rome Italy to debrief Pope Francis.!
! HOW?  1 Peter 3:9 speaks about suffering for doing good. Severe persecution occurred then in bible 
times as well as in current real time reality. all details on IseeIunderStand.com follow the DROPBOX link as it 
now points to #GodSendme  facebook.com/GodSendKeith   1 Peter 3:8 “Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, 
sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a humble mind.” There is big difference between unity and 
uniformity.”  Christian speaks about Presidential elections every 6 years. He uses basketball analogy. To be 
sympathy means to be together and to FEEL. Keith: To see and understand the feelings and motives of others. 
This is another rarity in today’s world as so many are brain washed into dispersed genres.!
! He speaks about marriage relationships and how to deal with conflict. Facing problems side by side 
means NOT enemy, but partners. This is part of ReManADate.com and learnFirstNames.com published to 
world starting 9 biblical years ago ending with UNITYurl.com to teach all communities HOW to solve almost all 
their own issues at local levels. Therefore almost no government or corporate monopolies and crime networks 
will ever survive URLiDent.com and EVOTE.ONE.!
! Pastor: Many disagreements are not differences in opinion but in perspective.  Brotherly love. He 
claims one can not reject their siblings. Keith: what if your brothers, sisters, ex-wives, and own sons are 
CRIMINALS. Mine are.  Do they deserve to be forgiven as if they have never committed any crimes against 
others? Yes or NO? Should terrorists and Anti-Christ ROSE be forgiven for their demonic actions?!
! Pastor: What happens if everyone has brotherly love with each other? Keith: this is ChristDomain.com 
and other divined and ordained scriptures of the new era UNIocracy.com (dead website also for zero self-
funding and NO SUPPORT from any of my 7.5 billion people). He compares calloused fingers to calloused 
hearts. (hardened to the point of no life or breath of GOD)  Ephesians 4:32 “Be Kind to one another, 
tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave you.”.  POINT 5: Humble Mind.  Philippians 2;3 
‘do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one another as more important 
than yourselves.”   He speaks about being blessed with creative ideas (solutions) at 12:07pm. !
5 POINTS: Unity of Mind, Sympathy, brotherly Love, tender heart, humble mind.!
! 1 Peter 4:8 “Above all, keep loving one another earnestly, since love covers a multitude of sins’. !
Keith: is this a request to COVER UP all sins. Or to expose them so they will surrender the stolen assets and 
civil rights BACK to their victims who have been so severely PERSECUTED because they asked for justice to 
be served and their assets returned in whole.   !
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! Louie Zamperini was a long distance runner who went to WWII as an Army plane bomber.  He prayed if 
GOD would save them, he would serve GOD. He still became a Japanese prisoner of war.  A real character 
Nicknamed ‘the Bird’, the recent movie Zamperini : Still Carrying the Torch’ shows extreme brutality. They went 
to Evangelist Billy Graham event.  "!
### June 9, 2017.  Now at the POEA Anti-Illegal recruitment AIR Summit 2017 at MOA Arena annex 9 to noon 
forum.  I take hand notes since PC is almost battery dead, just like my people who are being slave traded and 
have NO clue how to identify the worst of any crime networks.  Atty Arleen Basis speaks as the OIC director 
Licensing and Regulation Office (voicerecord at 11:11 am.) Office # 722-1144, 722-1155 POEA.gov.ph   PEOS 
is the Free Pre-employment Orientation Seminar that attempts so educate people like my ‘deviant OFW’ wife 
Marites on HOW not to be exploited by overseas employers. Anti  facebook.comManilynandManaloo.  
@_Manilynlang,  !
  Hand typed. facebook.com/POEA-Anti_illegal_Recruitment-206658936026081!
! PAOCC was a workshop at Calaray Resort on human trafficking solutions. They only have worked 140 
TIP cases. 134 from Dubia, most have never been resolved. She speaks on efforts to stem the curb of criminal 
abuse. At 11:39am I voice record their video on trafficking in Persons new mandate initiative. The show a 
‘SECRET LIST’ of individuals in a database for ONLY law enforcement. This will be infiltrated by cybercrime 
terrorists probably BEFORE it goes online. At 11:44am, Netherlands Ambassador Mrs. Marion Derckx speaks 
about OFWs. The Dutch government has been focused on human rights for centuries. A Dutch shipping 
company was indicted for double contracts on seafare workings. PEOS.POEA.gov.ph A short shadow video is 
played about the new SMART system for educating foreign workers on their rights to contact protection. !
! At 12:05pm, Undersecretary DOLE Atty. Dominador Say shares his message of Egyptian being 
expelled from Saudi Arabia who also employ Philippine OFWs. They are now homeless, without pay or 
protection because they are remote.  !!
### June 6, 2017.  I am back at St Francis to visit Mary Roxas-Chu on SolutionHousing.com as millions of new 
homes soon to be build in remote providences.  At 2:00pm, back at Asian Clean Energy Forum 2017 General 
session with approx 1000 person attending. Sponsored on Asian Development bank facilities, they are prime 
financier bank that benefits from SolutionBankFraud.com and all other new green digital creative cities I have 
personally architected based on the past few decades of extensive research and publishing on ONLY world 
saving plans of creative solution answers.  !
    Jesus Posadas is UnderSecretary Philippoines Dept of Energy. !!
! The Plenary starts 2 pm with Carmela Locsin Director General ADB, President Takenhiko Nakao of 
ADB opens. He is either Korean or Japanese.  Jerry Bisson is Mission Director for Pakistan USA International 
Development.  Nam-Hoon Kang is President of Korea Energy Agency speaking on fossil fuel costs and 
economic damage caused by corruption (Keith’s translations). He speaks about storage of energy with 
batteries and use of IT for real time 2 way data exchange. Keith: Again. too many words as so many flood us 
with details and statistics that are hard for most people to follow, much less understand and record. Most of the 
conferences discuss reduction of Carbon emissions when the true answer is to massive REDUCTION of power 
plants burning fossil fuels and other polluting natural resources. !
      Vivian Foster from World Bank speaks 2:50 on Sustainable energy planning rollout to Asian Pacific region.!
I take key photos on my iPad. She speaks on Carbon Pricing. RISE.ESMAP.org !  I send email to them.!
Paul Simons, Deputy Executive Director of International Energy Agency speaks at 3:12pm (VoiceRecord) on 
Energy Tech Perspectives. Catalyzing Energy Tech Transformations. 1.2Billion lack electricity. Global CO2 
emissions flat for past 3 years. GT(gigatons?) at 30 since 2010.  Clean energy as he speaks on up/down 
trends of energy conversion processes.  SOLAR PV and Wind are the fast track energy renewables. System 
Integration means to de centralize energy production and end point distribution. The Value of Storage is driving 
new solutions Non-pumped hydro electricity storage.  (GW) Pumped hydropower storage.!
! I personally hand Vivian Foster my business card and SolutionSafeWater.com 2 page Intl Press 
Release.  28 Billion USD spent on R&D on global clean energy. 40 Billion USD spent by just Intel, Google, and 
Amazon? 3 IT sector monopolies.    http://rise.esmap.org/  is Regulator Indicators for Sustainable Energy.!
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! 4 pm session is Renewable Energy in Power system Planning. Cindy Tiangco is Sr energy Specialist, 
Energy division of central and west asia dept. Asian Dev Bank.  She shows India addition of Solar and Wind 
160Gw solar 60GW wind Peak output.  next is Oliver Knight Sr. Energy Specialist The World Bank comes over 
VIDEO conf call.  ESMAP.  http://globalsolaratlas.info/  Mapping of Solar energy from satellite reconnoissance. !
EnergyData.INFO  is paid service offerings to registered users.  next is James. ITP is consulting firm of power 
system planning.!
!  Next is Dept of Energy Undersecretary Felix William Fuentebella.  Greening the Grid.  Luzon and 
Visayas System of Philippines. ASEAN cooperation forum in Aug 2017.  next is Mark Christian Marollano.  
DOE  partnership with USAID and BLEADERS, Tech Advisory Committee (TAC).!!!
### June 5, 2017.   I attend Undersecretary Ricky Alegre Press Conference at Manila Hotel at 9 am with 7 
major news network camera crews and 40 reporters in this room.  I voiceRecord on iPad start 9:30am.!
The discussion is mostly spin control of the recent terrorist attacks and how to attract tourists. !
Resort World June 4, 2017 is site of just one of thousands of terrorist attacks that are easy to prevent with 
BidOnkeith.com gifted world solutions.  From the Damage Control PR.: quote “aside from Poe, fellow Senators 
JV Ejercito, Joel Villanueva, Sherwin Gatchalian and Gregorio Honasan took to social media to condemn the 
senseless attack.”  http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/03/17/lawmakers-condemn-resorts-world-senseless-
attack !!
I created facebook.com/GodSendme = @GodSendKeith !!
I went to Resort World on Sunday at 4 pm and interviewed with DanDo, one of their 37 year old security 
officials to contact their top CEO and Security executives. The answer is to install simple off shelf Web Camera 
(video also) at entrances with a automatic weight scale and height scale behind each person. They enter their 
International ID and get authorization immediately through Interpol URLiDent.com open public database.   No 
criminal in any ‘right’ mind would dare go through these checkpoints. Even a laptop with a tripod can be set up 
for checkpoints on roads and in other public areas for spot checking with OCTV type open public security 
networks.  No crime will ever go unpunished immediately by eVOTE.ONE as the worlds first and last ONLY 
solution to eliminate all crime acts. !
  60 Billion Pesos in revenue to NCR Government in Philippines makes PAGCOR the 3rd largest generator of 
money here. This is a crime also. Mrs. Andrea Domingo former congressman and now PAGCOR Chairperson 
of the Gaming Commission speaks at 10:10 with Public Relations SPIN media campaign to avert further huge 
revenue and tourism losses.  They show a video claiming teach everyone to GAMBLE RESPONSIBLY. What a 
satanic liar lie.  They show quotes like ‘Don’t think of gambling as a way to make money. This means ’never 
gamble for purposes of making money’, Only gamble for the enjoyment.  Pagcor.ph/Regulatory.php This is 
same as dressing a pig porker with makeup and lipstick. it is STILL a pig regardless of the Ms. Universe dress-
up.   !
! I speak briefly with both the presenters with my business cards to change world history. Then Noel and 
I are off to attend ADB ASEAN Energy conference.  Dr. Neels Ethe?  German EE expert.!
! 4 pm session is hosted by Jesus Posadas Underscretary of Dept of Energy. Vivian Foster from World 
Bank on energy resources versus weather and other disaster planning.   Natural hazard exposure and risk 
management. Risk practices are weak along with weak organizational capacity. failure to conduct 
maintenance. need to prioritize design of systems, Relevant datasets are not linked and shared.  heavy 
reliance on post-disaster financing ranters than pre-disaster mechanism. relationship with insurance 
companies are not common. Risk identification. Risk Reduction. real time weather services, transparency of 
information, relocation of assets above flood levels. Distribution Circuit segregation, micro grids. local backup 
power supplies. !
! Pillar 3 preparedness. measuring resilience, review infrastructure, external comm approaches, live GIS 
systems, demand response. Unmanned Vehicles (DRONES). Virtual power plants. AR in emergency 
management exercises.   COMed.COM   Pillar 4 Financial protection. Catastrophe bonds, weather risk 
hedging.  !
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! next is: Shi Jing, CNPC economics + Technology research Institute. CNPC China National Petro Corp.!
! Water scarcity. 1/4. water resource per capital. 20% of water in north China, 80% in south. He shows 
CO2 emissions.  www.cnpc.com.cn/en/  !
! Next is South Africa  Lwandle Mqadi. Climate change sustainable development. !
Keith: my question was is best source of funding for renewable planning and deployment. Vivian states that 
planning and design are instrumental to get corporate funding (investors) to buy in to the Return on 
Investments. I do not voice record (so tired of recording history for my 7.5 billion people since few listen to any 
common sense world saving solutions).  She speaks on hydro planning as it is dependent on seasonal rainfall 
disruptive distribution. Robust decision making done by RAND corporation. Statistical modeling to determine 
risk management and AI uncertainty planning.  Green Peace person asked which country in Asia has worse 
track history on pollution and energy waste. Per my question Shi Jing states the Stock Market is the place to 
find direct funding. !
! Keith: A universal standard to SAVE ENERGY is what no one else has conceived. The most massive 
amount of kinetic energy is the quad-trillions of pounds of water from rain including typeoons and hurricanes. 
With contour plowing in mountains and foothills, massive volumes of water is rivered and diverted to small 
holding ponds and new lakes at highest elevations in unpopulated valleys. downstream flooding is no longer an 
issue as the massive water + energy is stored for later irrigation and hydro power generation.!
! Video Call with South Africa is Eskom state owned electricity supplies 95%. 28 stations with 1 nuclear. 
17.4 GWatt being built. 42.8 Gwatt capacity. 368,331 km of power lines. 48K employees. 5.6 million customers.  
She talks non stop for 25 minutes. Too much data.   WHEN will everyone SIMPLIFY these answers to key and 
laser focused answers to address mankind's absolute zero root greed problems?  When?  and WHO??!!
### June 4, 2017 GO PUBLIC to WORLD as commanded. Read to the END and TAKE ACTION.  
FatherKeith.com = BidOnKeith.com Duncan and growing Evangelist TEAMS must have PUBLIC help to stage 
conventions worldwide now. EVOTE.ONE  is only world solution to destroy all crime networks starting with evil 
politicians everyone HATES but can not IMPEACH or put on trial BECAUSE they control the Judges and legal 
system.   @GodSendKeith has been created for Godsendme PAGE.   All 7.5 billion of my people can visit  
fb.me/GodSendKeith    Send your Page messages to: m.me/GodSendKeith .!
The most powerful question in GOD"s world is 'WHO DO YOU KNOW who can TAKE ACTION to fearlessly 
protect the rights of all others?' Contact CEOSPACE.NET Instructors on the 90% of first $1 Billion Keith 
pledged them fall of 2011 for THEM to take action with mass publicity. This applies to my entire world as 
trillions of $$ crime assets are easy to seize with URLiDent.com and EVOTE.one to destroy all crime networks 
forever. !!
Tell all about SolutionHousing.com  WorldSchoolFund.com  that END all world poverty.   ChristDomain.com + 
SolutionIslam.com  unifies all religions.  BidOnKeith.com  is my WORLD consultant leader group for ALL to use 
to TEACH them how to actually conduct honest business and community transactions to eliminate secrets 
using Interpol gifted perfect open public database URLiDent.com   Email kduncan2005@gmail.com   thank you 
humbly. FatherKeith.com  Duncan Manila Cell (63)917-335-4300 for all world leaders, governments, 
corporations, religious groups (including Pope Francis) and SolutionIslam.com  leaders to CONTACT 
IMMEDIATELY.  This will finally UNIFY all of mankind which has always been by life long missions of mercy 
and grace despite all the criminals who conspire to overthrow your lives by enslaving you as they have been 
doing for now centuries….  !
    So many world government databases have been infiltrated by super criminal TheFinalTerrorist.com  of 
Robert Dee rose who looks like a saint because he scrubs his digital footprints clean. Treason, espionage, 
crimes against humanity, massive money transfer, murder, and other crimes against my people. When do you 
and I host press conferences to jointly and deftly destroy all crime networks. All criminals will cry in horror and 
will be forced to surrender before our people descend to seize them for direct delivery to what is left behind of 
our law enforcement, banking, and legal judicial authority. Just WHO DO!you know who upholds constitutional 
and statue law. Send them to find, interview, and protect the one person who is world's top anti crime expert 
guru broadcast evangelist emissary of the best GODS news of all time. YOU are saved by your very own 
action….!
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   The Prime Peace Maker is FatherKeith.com  May 26, 2017 I have accepted and owned the SINS our of 
world as the top world Promise Keeper, Peace Maker, and arbitrator mediator in world history. This is because 
NO ONE ELSE has ever been able to resolve the crimes against humanity committed by all these Political 
FOOLS, Terrorists, and criminal ruling elite. EVOTE.ONE empowers all my people to TAKE ACTION by 
identifying WHO are the honest saved persons, who are the shady small time hoods, and separates the 
unrepentant criminals into their very own banished categories. This has NEVER been accomplished before in 
the history of mankind because those who control our world have almost total control over our digital run lives 
as information has always been the KING of PEACE or the deplorable despicable RULER iron group of these 
Satanic demons.  URLiDent.com  is the worlds first and only open public database that forever rids our world of 
secrets. In the extreme sense, everyone will be able to work, play, sleep, and operate NAKED. Yes NAKED. 
No secrets means that no committed crime will ever go unpunished BY, FOR, and OF the will of the majority of 
my 7.5 Billion People.!!
GO PUBLIC. EVOTE.ONE  Electronic Voting on all corporate and government leadership enables all citizens 
to control and manage all the prime decisions of their rights and taxpayer assets to:  'FEARLESSLY PROTECT 
THE RIGHTS OF ALL OTHERS. EVOTE.ONE is SolutionGovernment.com  4 ByPass Laws Change World 
history. No one can deny your rights again.!
1. All leaders are electronically voted by one general election, all votes are easy to see by PUBLIC (they can 
be marked private or PUBLIC), Tallies all show to world as write once, read public counts are seen by all.!
2. All leaders electronically TOLD what to do. No more appointed officials who are criminally in bed with others. 
SolutionJudge.com explains how to eliminate all corrupt individuals including Liar-Lawyers + other terrorists.!
3. All leaders consultant pay is electronically voted UP, same, or DOWN by the majority of will of people. They 
must show all their expenses to public as they deserve to be rich IF they fearlessly protect my people and 
perform #2.!
4. Any leader who violates law, suspected of fraud or personal profiteering OUTSIDE their #3 pay, are voted 
OUT by majority of people to be replaced by succession runner-ups, NOT by appointments or re-election 
process controlled by the Criminal Ruling Elite or part of the same party control of greed.!
THESE FOUR simple by-pass laws change world history because they are unbreakable along with famous  
http://www.ProfitShareHolders.com and all other systematic LOVE OTHERs solution answers.
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